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The O-valued Lukasiewicz algebras (8.v.L.a.) were introduced by Gr.C. Moisil 
in 1968 [3] (see also [4]). 
The first part of this paper deals with the problem of the m-representability for 
0.v.L.a. 
The second part is devoted to the study of the dual of the ca’;egory of B.v.L.a., 
using ordered topological spaces (see [s]). 
In the last part we introduce the concept of O-space and give some representa- 
tion theorems for 0.v.L.a. (see [2] for the case of Post algebras). 
1. 
In [3] is given the following theorem: “For every 0.v.L.a. L there exists a set X 
and a monomorphism of 0.v.L.a , t#b : L 3 (DL,)x”. We use this result and the 
role of DL2 in the category of 8.t ..L.a. 
Definition 1.1. Let m be a cardinal. 
(a) A subalgebra L’ of the 0.v.L.a. L, will be called an m-suklgebra of L, if L’ 
is an m-sublattice of L. 
(b) A homomorphism f :L + L’ of 0.v.L.a. will be called an T?-C~momorphism, 
if f preserves the meets and joins of all the famiiies (Xi)icl in L, with card (I) s m. 
(c) A O-ideal a of the 6x5.:+ L is ssid to $e an m-iclleal, if for every family 
(xi )iclr card (I&m, Xi,Ea =$ Uiclq EaL 
(d) A subalgebra of the 0.v.L.a. (DL,)&, y:here X :S a set, is said to be a 
&valued Lukasiewicz field on X. An m-subalgebra of (DIU2).” is said to be an 
m-&valued Lukasiewicz field on X (m-0.v.L.f.). 
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Definition 1.2. A 0.v.L.a. L will be called m-representable, if there exists a set 
X, an m4v.L.f. on X 9% (DL,)“, an nt-ideal a of $ and an m-monomorphism, 
Theorem ‘1.3. A 0.v. L.a. L, m-complete chrysippian with card (J) G m is m- 
representable iff C(L) is an m-representable Boolean algebra. 
Corolpary 1.4. A 6.v.L.a. L, &-complete chrysippian, with card (J) ~Z$,, is N,,- 
representable. 
Proposition 1.5. Let L be a 0.v. L. a., &,-complete chrysippian with card (J) s K,,. 
Then for every given countable family of joins and meets in L, 
ai = U Uii j E: I, where card (I), card (Ii) G HO 
id, 
bk = n btk, k E T., where card (T), card (Tk) SK,, 
tETk 
there exists a set X and a monomorphism 4 : L + (DL.Jx which preserves all theqe 
joins and meets. 
3 
U. 
Let A be a 0.v.L.a. and T(A) the Stone ordered space of the distributive lattice 
A (see [S]). For every ar E J, q= : A + A is a morphism of distributive lattices, 
then we have a mapping cb, .T(A) + T(A), given by 4-V) = f o<po (or 
4, = T(cp,)). 
Emma 2. I. ‘I’he mapping (+a 1 a E J) satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) C/B,, I;: C. cmtinuous increasing map for every cy E J; 
(W cb,,ct’ --- & for every (Y, /3 E J; 
1,‘) If Q a’@, then~;‘(Yk&‘(Y)f or every YE T(A), Y increasing and clopen in 
T(A); 
(d) if Y e_ T(A) is increasing and clopen in T(A), then &l(Y) and 
T(A)\&‘(Y) ure increasing and clopen subsets of T(A); 
(e) if &i’(Y) = &‘(Z) for every (Y E J, where Y, Z are increasing and clapen in 
T(A), theu Y = 2. 
Definition 2.2. (a) An ordered Stone space 35’ = (X, 9, s) will be called an 
ordered O-valued Lukasiewict space (0.L.s.) if a family of maps (#Jo :1X + X 1 
c~ E J) is given which satkfies the conditions in Lemma 2.1. 
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(b) If %‘= (X, 9, 6 {4=),,J and iif’= (X’, T’, s’, {4gaEJ) are 0.L.s. a continu- 
ous and increasing map f : X + X’ is said to be a &application if fo4, = 4;of for 
every (Y E J. 
pIoposition 2.3. (a) If A is a @.v.L.a., then the ordered Stone space T(A), with the 
family (4a 1 a E J) given in Lemma 2.1 is an 0.L.s. 
(b) If f : A + A’ is a homomorphism of t#.u.L.a., then the continuous and 
increasing map T(f) : T(A) -+ T(A’) is a O-application. 
Proposition 2.4. (a) If it’= (X, 5, S, {4JmaJ) is an o.L.s., then the lattice L(8) of 
the ordered Stone space (X, 9, S) with the family of maps Q~, & : L(g) + L(%‘) 
given by cp,(y)=43y) and &(Y)=X\4,‘(y) for every CUE.& is a 8.v.L.a. 
(b) If 28? and it? are 0.L.s. and f : X --) X’ is a O-application, then L(f) : L(g) + 
L(%“) is a homomorphism of 0.u.L.a. 
hposition 2.5. (a) For every 0.v.L.a. A, there exists a isomorphism of B.v.L.a., 
FA :A --, L(T(A)) 
(b) For every 0.L.s. Z?!f =(X, 5, S, (4&&, there exists a isomorphism of o.L.s., 
Gs : iI!-+ T(L(8’)). 
Theorem 2.6. The dual of the category of 0.v.L.a. is equivalent with the category of 
8-ualued Lukasiewicz spaces. 
3. 
Defbition 3.1. A pair Ep = (S, {AL}ccT,aEJ) Is said 
sets, Tf $9 and the family (AsteT.aG r satisfies the 
(a) A;#@ for every te:T and cwEJ; 
(b) A&GA; for every td’and ~G@EJ; 
to be a O-structure if S. T are 
following conditions: 
(c) .4: n A; = fl for every t, t’e T, r# t’ and (Y, p E J; 
(d) S= U (AhI tET,aEJ}. 
We shall consider the relation “G” given by 
xsy H ~CYEJ)~tET)(xEAZ,=$yEA~). 
We define a subset X of S to be open if VxEX, VyES, x~y+ YEX. Let be 
S’ = u {:, 1 a E J); <p,(x)'u {St 1 ALEX}; 
8’S’={X)XES,Xopen} and &(X)=S\cp,(X). 
Proposition 3.2. For every O-structure, the system M(Y) = (a”‘, 8, S, U, n, (Q& 
(t&l) is a complete B-valued Lukasiewicz algebra. 
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Definition 3.3. The subalgebras of the algebras of the form M(9) will be called 
O-valued Moisil fields. 
Definition 3.4. The triple (S, G, {c&),,~) is said to be a B-space if S is a nonempty 
set, s is a quasiorder on S and (dalaGJ is a family of maps d, : S 3 S such that the 
following conditions holds: 
(a) for every cy, p E J, d, 0 dp = d, ; 
(b) for every cy, @ E .I. (Y G p and x E S, d@(x) G d,(x); 
(c) for every x,y~S, xsy, and CXEJ, d,(x)=&(y); 
(d) for every XES, d,(x)~xQ(x); 
(e) S = U (d,(S) 1 o! EJ}. 
Lemma 3.5. If (S, G, \‘d,}_& is a &space and we define 
x=Y H VtwEJ,d,(x)=d,(y), Ak’={ycS 1 yad,(x)} 
(where [x] = {y 1 y =x) then (S. (A~~oEJ.~rlESI--) is a thmcturtt 
Let L be a B.v.L.a., Spec L the set of the prime filters of the lattice L Zi>d 
L>, : Spec L * Spec L given by Z&(m) = cp,‘(m). 
Lemma 3.6. (Spec L* , c . (da},,& is a &space, where 
Spec L* = (m E Spec 1L 1 m = D,(n) for some ar E J and tt c Spec L}, 
4X = 13, lSpccl_. 
Theorem 3.7. Fou every 8.v. L.a. L, there exists a &valued Moisil field M(9) artd a 
monomorphism of &v.L.a., 
&L-+M(Sp). 
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